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ABSTRACT
‘~he importance of final-state interactions in the electrodisintegration ●nd
photodisintegration of ‘He are emphasized utilizing reeultc of Faddeev calculations bed upon schematic N N force models.

The shell model is but a mean field approximation of the nucleuz. It should come
az no surprise that higher energy and momentum tramfer ●xperiments at Batez reveal
the shortcoming of this model inspired by early measurements of ground etate and
low ●nergy excitations of ti,e nucleus. That it haz worked zo well is the surprise.
Inclusive ●lectron scattering experiments, in which one numzover hadronic degreez
of freedom, teet primarily thoee average properties of the nucleuo which are oummw
rized in the Fermi gaa model on shell model picturez. We propae to do more in terms
of exploring the nucleus with coinciderm? measurement, where the explicit hadronic
degreez of freedom become all important to our understanding of the physicz.
It is in this regime that one can appreciate that few-nucleon system have come
to play a special role in nuclear physics. Our ability to perform exact three-body
calculations for masz 3 opem the poezibility of testing our models of nuclear forcez az
well as our understanding of electromagnetic currents. Faddeev calculations of 3H and
3He wit h realistic potential modeis have eztablishmi the waling of such obzervablea
M radii and asymptotic normalization constants with binding energy.’ Furthermore,
the spin-doublet, zero energy Nd scattering lengths and thermal nd radiative capture
cross section alao scale with binding ●nergy of the corresponding mazz 3 system.a Our
best t heoretiral predictions of theze obeervablez come, in fact, from interpolation of
the scaling plots for model rezulto, M is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the rms radii, The
pi .+dictiun~ fur radii, D/S asymptotic normalization constant ratio, Coulomb energy
of ‘11P.
spin-doublet scattering lengths agree well with experiments in Rll
rmw~vxt’(’111
for the pd scattering lengths
where curvature in the low energy effectiw’
rimgr ml)i~n~i(m likdy invalidate prezent expwimcntal eztimates.
\Vhrr(’ dors [hc model fail? The chargu form factor of 3He (and 3H) ie reazmddy
descrilwd AI low mon~enturn transfer (which determines the oize of the system), hut
the model fails to mprmluce the p.mition of the diffraction minimum and the magnitude M WC41
M position of the secondary maximum in impube approxim~ticm,s
as i~ illll~tratrd in Fig. 2,
The diffkulty is retkcted in the charge density if mw
Fourier transforms thr charge form factor dnta (the impulze approximation). ‘1’hi~
itilll
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Figun 1, Theoretical 3H and 3He rxnnradii reaulta plotted M
energy comparwl with experimental eatimatea.
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“experimental charge densityn exhihits a minimum at small radii due to the large
(negative) secomlary maximum at high momentum transfer, which the theoretical
charge densit irs do not powess.
How can one improve the model? One direct approach is through the electromagnetic disintegration of 3He, taking the nucleus apart one nucleon at a time. This
was pion~red by Johansson4 in an experiment which looked at 3He(e, e’p’)d and
3He(e. e’p)ranin kinematics which corresponds to quasifree protou knockout. A comparison of Faddeev resultss for two schematic iViV force models with the data is made
in Fig. 3,
In buth model calculations the final state intc:actian (FSI) e!?ects are !ess thsn
10% . The Malfliet-Tjon potential model H with realistic short range repulsion
[E~(3H) a 8.5 MeV] providea a semi quantitative representation of the reanalyzed
data, whereaz the Yamaguchi potential modele which haa no repulsion [Ek[3H) = 11
MeV] does not. That is, one finds ucaling with trinucleon binding even in these results, because the momentum distribution function ~ has a normalization at Ifl = O
which directly relkts the size (and therefore binding energy) of the syntem.
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Figurr :1. ( ‘oinrld~nce data for quasifree proton knockout kinematic crmpard to MT 1-111
mckhlrwmlto[1’WIA- “-, fhrn + FSI .-, md unitary pol~ ●pproximation II] for the IIPPV
rurwn nnd Yamaguchi n~parable potentlnl model rwulta [PWIA - - . . ●nd florn + F$l
] for thr Iowcwcurves.
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Figure 4. Coincidence data St fixed momentum ttamfer for deuteron knockout kinematics
compared to MT 1.111model results [Born . - -, Born + FSI —, and Born + lowest order
●nd Bom + FSI – - – ],
rescattering 1. ] and unitary pole approximations [Born ----●

Final-state interaction effects are small in the caae of quasifree prot(m knockout
in Fig. 3, hut more generally this is not the case. A pertinent example comes from

the data of Keizcr, et af.,’ in which the “antiparallel” kinematics of the measurement
corrmponds to deuteron knockout, A comparison of these data with van Meijgaard‘s5
calcuiat ions in Fig, 4 clearly establishes that thc Born approximation can be an order
of nqnif Id- tm large.
Ad(ling first order reacattering dotw not improve the overall description of thr
data, ‘1’tw full f%[ cah”ulation is requirml to provide a reasonable representation of
tht~ d.tt~,
Treat ing tlw knocked out deuteron as an ~lementary particle with its own dipolr
monwnt iti a poor Approximation, becaum the important coupling via rencattrring of
np pair into a 3S1 deuterou is rwglectwl, 6 This important rescattering (HI)
the 1,SO

dkt

was first obmrved” in IOW energy ( /.’7 ~ 50 MeV ) p}lotodisintegrat ion of “IIr

and 3H. There. near the peak in the deuteron channel cross section. 90% of the
T = 1/2 three’-hody breakup channel st.rength is actually transferred to the two-body
(deuteron) l,r~iikup channel due to FSI effects. At higher energies, the transfer occurs
in the inverse direction.
Thus. FSI effects are non-negligible unless cinematically suppressed as, for example, in the quasifree proton knockout example. In particular, the np interactions
are expected to dominate. We know that in 3He (and ‘He), the 2’ = 1 One-PionExchange potential < VOPE> accounts for some 80% of the total potential energy
of the system .9 That is, Vnp >> Vm (or Vnn) in terms of its effect, even though UmP
i~ m nmre than a factor of 2 greater than u... &ause of the strong np force, the
quasi-deuteron model appears to work, aud we simuld nui IJeW.U
prised llm~
u(y, np) , lo
U(”j, pp) and

that np FSI effects dominate pion absorption in nuclei.
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